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Yukhno N. Mobile Pedagogy (m-Learning) as a Modern Method of Teaching in 
High School

The article analyzes the ideas leading Ukrainian and foreign scientists on mobile 
learning (m-Learning). Based on the analysis determined that the mobile education – one of 
the tumors in pedagogy that studies mobile learning. Mobile learning – activity that provides 
the most productive exchange of information between people and by using compact, portable 
mobile communications to support, facilitate and ensure the availability of training. By 
conducting a detailed analysis of correlations technologies m-Learning and e-Learning and 
notes that “mobile learning” is related to the concepts of “distance learning” and “e-
Learning”, and specifies that mobile learning has to do with e-Learning in the use of “mobile 
devices” and wireless networks, distance learning combined with the fact that it is carried out 
at any time, anywhere, and in the educational process required is interaction of teacher and 
student. It should be noted that mobile learning is a subspecies of distance learning or e-
Learning. Mobile learning is not so much in the transfer of educational materials on compact 
screen using suitable devices such as use of innovative teaching approaches. The author notes 
that can combine both views on the “geographical” like, imagine if the whole ocean of 
knowledge, distance learning d-Learning can be seen as one of the tributaries to the ocean so 
that the d- Learning catches e- Learning, and M-learnin – sailed to the e-Learning. Thus each 
of tides has its own and general navigation aids. You can see that the academic approach to 
the development of e-Learning has happened: the world’s developed relevant standards 
established information systems that do not require paid licensing, which has its reasons. 
Considering the future development of this area of study, the author states that the mobile 
education (M-learning) is a modern method of teaching in higher education, based on 
intensive use of modern mobile equipment and technology.

Key words: mobile pedagogy (m-Learning), communication means, the purposes, 
teaching method, didactics m-Learning.
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